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Total

IRR

Symmetry

-6,3%

485,2%

21,5%

MSCI ACWI

-5,1%

114,5%

8,8%

Stoxx 600

-6,6%

58,4%

5,2%

WHY BELIEVE? OUR TRACK RECORD
WE ONLY PUBLISH A FEW IDEAS PER YEAR
Piteco

 Long term investors in our best ideas
 As we only do a few new ideas per
year we can focus on quality over
quantity.
 9 ideas published in 2019-2022

Open

Current

Dividend

Months

Return

IRR

5

9,4

0,3

35

94,0%

25,5%

Quartix

300

343

29,6

29

24,2%

9,3%

Where Food Comes From

7,6

10,3

0,6

25

43,4%

18,7%

Naked Wines

318

385

0

24

21,1%

10,0%

Protector Forsikring

38

113

18,5

22

246,1%

96,8%

Gaming Innovation Group

7,5

17,5

0

18

133,3%

75,8%

Franklin Covey

25

41

0

16

64,0%

44,9%

JDC Group

15

23

0

11

53,3%

59,0%

Epsilon Net

5,3

7,1

0

2

34,0%

478,9%

79,3%

91,0%

Average

 Besides longer term ideas like the ones above we from time to time mention shorter term (1-2
year) special situations like the stock we are going to present here!

Greenlight Reinsurance (GLRE)
GLRE (NSQ)
 GLRE was launched with the goal of writing reinsurance and investing the float in Greenlight Capital run by
David Einhorn to create superior returns compared with fixed income strategies.
 This idea initially worked with increasing float and good investment returns.
 Like most other reinsurance companies that expands to fast, GLRE ran into underwriting problems. This
coincided with 4 years of terrible investment returns (long value / short growth). As a consequence, the
stock price went from 33 $ at the end of 2014 to 8 $ at the end of 2018.
 GLRE had to de-risk the investment strategy to more cash holdings at a time with 0 % interest rates. They
also needed to raise an expensive convertible bond.
 In 2017 Simon Burton was appointed CEO with the goal of cleaning up the books and position GLRE for
growth. As most people knows, cleaning up reinsurance takes time. Now is the time!

Greenlight Reinsurance (GLRE)
GLRE (NSQ)
 GLRE is now in a better position than ever before with the underwriting results having stabilised around
breakeven for now.
 A push into Innovation investments and collaborations have yielded better reinsurance contrats, a more
diversified book and significant investment returns.
 With the convertible bond maturing in early 2023 GLRE will get a much better capital structure
 Even with a constant defensive investment strategy rising interest rates will add signicantly to the earnings
power.
 The tide seems to have turned for David Einhorn with Value outperforming growth leading to great current
investment returns.
 At 0,4 x Book Value GLRE trades at its lovest multiples ever – not yet recognizing the turn around story.

Initially great investment returns (2004-2014)
Great numbers:

 High returns
 Low volatility
 Long/short model

Perfectly designed to manage insurance float

2015-2018: Poor performance
Value vs growth:

 Tech stocks outperforming
 Mistakes (SUNE)
 Long book underperforming

With leverage from float these returns
killed the book value of GLRE

2019-2022: Tide os turning?
Lower gross and net:

 Stable returns again
 Despite 2019-2021
dominated by tech/It stocks

 2022 so far: outperforming
markets with +20 %

We think the tide is turning in the markets
setting Greenlight up for consistently better
returns

Underwriting improving
Turnaround completed Q1 2022

 Around breakeven last year
after significant losses in the
past

 More diversified book
 Innovation investments
going to help push CR lower
going forward
Quarterly volatility should still be expected
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Innovation investments!
GLRE perfect partner for
insurance / Insurtech startups

 Help with knowledge and
underwriting

 Deliver reinsurance
contracts with flexible
mandate

 Help with initial financing
Off to a strong start!

Innovation investments!
GLRE perfect partner for
insurance / Insurtech startups

 Diversified book
 GLRE in many ways a small
VC insurtech firm.

 When GLRE reinsure
innovation companies it
delivers superior CR with
lower acqustion cost.

Innovation investments!
Strong ROI including exits!

 +6 % of insurance book now
from more profitable
innovations

 One of the leading teams in
early stage insurtech.

Cash returns
Upside potential!

 More than 700 million in
Cash that earns 0 $ in
income.

 Either regulators/ratings
agencies let them reinvest
cash into high ROI
innovations or Greenlight
funds

 Or rising interest rates will
add 15-30 million $ in
interest income

Cash returns
Repurchasing shares at half the
book value

 Purchased around 10 % of
shares outstanding last 2
years despite cash
constrains

 Further repurchases will be
highly accretitive at below
0,5x book value

Lowest valuation ever
Turn around not reflected in market valuation

 At 0,4 x book value (our current
estimates) we see an attractive upside
to downside ratio

 We think a more conservative fair value
multiple is 0,8x – this would imply more
than 100 % upside over the next 12
months!.

Greenlight Reinsurance (GLRE)
Summary
 Turn around not appreciated by the market at 0,4 x book value impliing +100 % upside to estimated fair
value
 Current share buyback program highly accretitive to book value
 Innovation investments deliver high investment returns and improves insurance underwriting. GLRE have
build leading capabilities.
 Even at the current de-risked investment strategy, rising interest rates will add 15-30 million $ in incremental
profits (market cap 220)

